The study of CP violation in B 0 s oscillations is one of the key goals of the LHCb experiment. Effects are predicted to be very small in the Standard Model but can be significantly enhanced in many models of new physics. We present the world's best measurement of the CP-violating phase φ s using B 
Introduction
The interference between B In the Standard Model, neglecting sub-leading penguin contributions, this phase is predicted to be −2β s , where β s = arg (−V ts V * tb /V cs V * cb ) and V ij are elements of the CKM matrix [1] . The indirect determination via global fits to experimental data gives 2β s = 0.0364 ± 0.0016 rad [2] . This can be significantly modified if New Physics contributes to the B 0 s -B 0 s mixing box. Direct measurements have been reported by LHCb [3, 4] , ATLAS [5] , CDF [6] and D0 [7] . This document summarizes the B 
The decay time resolution is estimated event by event, with scale factor determined on real data using prompt J/ψK + K − combinations. On average, it is 45 fs. The decay time acceptance is determined on real data, using a prescaled unbiased trigger sample. The angular acceptance is determined using Monte Carlo sample. The flavour tagging algorithm uses information from the same-side and opposite-side with respect to the signal candidate. It is optimised on Monte Carlo samples and calibrated on real data, using flavor specific control channels. The overall effective tagging power obtained is ε tag D 2 = (3.13 ± 0.12 ± 0.20)%, the tagging efficiency is ε tag = (39.36 ± 0.32)% and the wrong-tag probability is ω = 35.9%.
A weighted unbinned likelihood fit is performed using a signal-only PDF, as described in [9] . The signal weights are determined using the sP lot method [10] . The data is divided into six independent invariant K + K − mass bins. This improves the statistical sensitivity and allows to resolve the two-fold ambiguity of B Table 1 .
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3.04 ± 0.20 ± 0.08
0.01 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 |λ| 0.93 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 Table 1 : Results of combined fit to the B 0 s → J/ψK + K − and B 0 s → J/ψπ + π − datasets. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic.
The total systematics uncertainty on φ s is 0.01, seven times smaller than the statistical one. It is dominated by the size of the Monte Carlo sample used to determine the angular acceptance, hence it will even reduce in the future. The systematics on ∆Γ s are also small. They are dominated by the background subtraction method and the decay time acceptance. The only fitted parameter which uncertainty is dominated by systematical effect is Γ s . This is due to the decay time acceptance determination and it will also decrease in the near future.
A comparison of the LHCb result with those of other experiments is shown in Fig. 2. The results are compatible with Standard Model so far and put stronger constraints than ever on possible Standard Model extensions in the B 
Conclusions

